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A model is developed to assess the feasibility of reducing the frozen losses in a

hydrogen arcjet by adding very small amounts of easily ionizable cesium vapor. It is

found that, within reasonable constraints on the constrictor geometry, and without

allowing the electron temperature to exceed about 7000K, both the ionization and the

hydrogen dissociation losses can be essentially eliminated, and a specific impulse of

about 850 seconds can be obtained. The cesium mass fraction in the propellant is about

2%.

Introduction.
Frozen losses appear to be inextricably tied to the operation of Electric Propulsion

devices: achieving a sufficient ionization of the gas already necessitates the expenditure

of the ionization energy as a minimum. In reality, there is also a certain amount of

excitation energy radiated away (in low pressure devices), and, of interest to arcjets,

which tend to operate with molecular gases, of dissociation energy as well. Only a small

fraction of these energy investments is recovered in the expansion nozzle.

An example from the modeling work of Ref[l] on a radiation-cooled hydrogen

arcjet operating at .1 g/sec flow rate, 1.2 atm chamber pressure, 100 A current and 11.5

kw power, shows the magnitude of the problem: 17.5% of the exit plane energy flux is in

the form of ionization energy, and 30% in the form of dissociation energy. Including

thermal energy, this leaves only 39% for the flow kinetic energy. While details vary, this

is typical of many other arcjets.
A more subtle form of inefficiency is associated with the extreme nonuniformity

of the enthalpy distribution in an arcjet nozzle: the flow of total enthalpy H of an ideal

gas out of the chamber is JHdrh while that of momentum after full expansion is

J'2_Hdm. Thus, with no other losses, the best possible efficiency is

(-(J4Hidr) 2

2( dm)(J Hdrh)

which is always less than unity, the more so the less uniformly H is distributed over the

flow.
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Addition of a very small amount of an alkali (probably cesium) to the hydrogen

gas in an arcjet can have a dramatic influence on the operating regime of the device, and

contribute to the solution of both of the problems mentioned. Since cesium in a mole

fraction of a few times 10 will be fully ionized at electron temperatures no higher than

about 4000 K, the gas can have an adequate electrical conductivity without the hydrogen

ever getting ionized. In addition, significant thermal nonequilibrium can develop, so that

the gas can be even cooler than the electron gas, and hydrogen dissociation can also be

largely avoided . This is limited, of course, by the need for a gas temperature high enough

for an attractive specific impulse; however, as this work will show, specific impulses up

to 850 sec. can be easily be obtained with minimal frozen losses. The enthalpy

distribution is also much less nonuniform than in the classical constricted arc. This is

because of the full ionization of the seed (cesium), which minimizes the electrothermal

instability responsible for constriction.

The resulting operating condition bears some resemblance to that of a hydrogen

resistojet, where frozen losses are also minimized by staying at a moderate gas

temperature. The difference is that, while resistojet walls need to be hotter than the gas

itself, the reverse is true in the seeded arcjet. Achieving a specific impulse of 850 sec in a

resistojet would require at a minimum a heater wall temperature of about 2300 K, which,

with current metallurgical limits, precludes long term operation.

We present in this paper a preliminary study of the performance potential of the

seeded hydrogen arcjet. The model is quasi one-dimensional and inviscid, and no

attention has been paid to near-electrode effects. The nozzle flow is simply assumed

frozen isentropic. We do account, however, for the main effects in the constrictor, and are

able to explore the practical limits of the operational domain.

Gas physics

The species accounted for by the model are H2, H, Cs, Cs and e. The electron

temperature is kept low so as to exclude the presence of H and H2+ . Strong coupling is

assumed between the ions and the neutrals, designated together as the heavy species.

This implies equal temperatures and velocities (except for ambipolar diffusion). The

electrons are assumed to be in Saha equilibrium with cesium atoms and ions
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where ns and gs refer to the number density and degeneracy of species s respectively,

m, is electron mass, h is the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, and ei is the

ionization potential for cesium. The assumption of Saha equilibrium implies that electron

collisional processes dominate over radiative processes. This is true whenever the

alternative coronal balance model would predict higher values of (ne2 / nCs), which,

using Cs rate data in Ref[2], would occur below approxiately ne = 2 x 1019m - 3 . Our

electron densities are generally two orders of magnitude above this limit. For the electron

temperatures of this problem, in turn, Saha's equation almost invariably predicts full

ionization.

Chemical equilibrium is also assumed to prevail between hydrogen molecules and
2

atoms, = K,(T) where K,(T) is the equilibrium constant and can be found from
nH

thermodynamic tabulations [3]. The electron temperature is obtained from the electron

energy equation

aE2 = 3 m nvk(T, -T) (2)
mH

where a is the electrical conductivity, E is the electic field, 3 (Te) is the inelastic

correction factor, v, is electron collision frequency with the heavy species

V, = V.M + VH + Va

The collision frequency between electrons and cesium atom is negligible.

The neglect of radiative losses in Eq (2) and elsewhere is motivated by the near

full ionization of the seed, since Cs ions and hydrgen molecules would be only weakly

excited at the electron temperatures (under .6 eV) found here.

Equation (2) can be rearranged as

(T - - 2 =0 (3)
TH T, 8.00 x10",5,f, f 2

where f, and f, depend on the ratio of the cross sections and are of order unity. The

above equation is then solved iteratively to obtain Te.

Due to its low mole fraction, the effect of the seed element on thermal

conductivity, enthalpy and density is negligible. The electrical conductivity is

independent of pressure, because both, the electron density (nearly equal to the seed

density), and the collision frequency, are proportional to pressure; the conductivity is, of

course, proportional to the seed fraction.
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Governing Equations

The model treats a quasi one-dimensional inviscid constrictor flow, coupled with

a radial (Elenbaas-Heller) diffusion equation, modified to allow convective energy

transport. The overall conservation laws are

-- 2nrrpudr = 0 (4)
d dx

d (pu2 A)+A = 0 (5)
dx dx

x rr dr

pua.= l( r ) + aE2  (6)

d  2 rfaEdr = O (7)
dr

where A = nR2 is the constrictor cross section, ht is the total enthalpy, p = J Kf(T')dT'

is the heat flux potential. Here, Keff is the effective thermal conductivity, which includes

diffusive transport of heats of reaction. The axial electric field is calculated from Ohm's

law,

E=-
E=2 nrordr

The governing equations can be simplified if the pressure, momentum flux, q = pu2 , and

electric field are assumed to be radially uniform. Expressing all other functions in terms

of T and P, after algebraic manipulation, the governing equations reduce to

Sh, 1 1 [d(d r ) 2
= r- + rEo (8)

_prR r (dp h,

dp a lp T dr (9)

dx I rr ar - ro a9p dp) ,d
- rp dr - +- dr
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9dh, dp
+a-

d-_ - dx (10)

Tf[r da dT ( dp dr'3- 1
dE J  T)pdx p , dx_ - E J (11)
dx r adr

where

1 h pp

2p dp 2p2 ' T , 2p 2  1,

These coupled ordinary differential equations are then integrated downstream from given

initial and boundary conditions, until the flow becomes choked. The choking point is

taken to be the end of the constrictor, as well as the arc attachment point.

Method of Solution
The simplified governing equations are solved for a fixed constrictor

geometry, seed fraction and current. At the inlet, the pressure, Mach number and a

gaussian-like temperature profile with the peak at the arc core are prescribed. An

insulating boundary condition is specified at the walls. Other variables at inlet are then

computed using the above information.

At every axial station, -(r) in equation (8) is computed as

= [A+ (+ '-1 - - E2  (12)

Subtituting this into equation (9) and integrating along the radial direction using
dp dh

Simpson's method, - can be obtained. This, along with -, is used to determine
dx_ .

aT dE
-, which then is used to determine -. The step size is determined by local stability

x' dx

and accuracy. Once P, T and E have been determined at one grid point, enthalpy and

other variables can be computed as well. The above steps are then repeated until sonic

conditions are reached. Arc attachment is assumed to occur at the constrictor exit.

Thrust and specific impulse for a frozen nozzle expansion can be calculated as

F = C,,, . A (13)
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F
sp = F  (14)

mg

where the thrust coefficient, C, = 1.8 (y=1.3 and M,,, =5), and P, is the

stagnation pressure at the sonic point. The frozen losses are defined as

Efn, = nlldc A (15)

where Ed = 4.478eV(7.174 x 10-19J) is the the dissociation energy of hydrogen, and c is

I the exit gas velocity.

Discussion of Results

The model has been used for an exploration of performance in the neighborhood

of 10 kw power. After some heuristic optimization, a nominal case was selected, with the

following characteristics:

I P = 3.3am; Molar Seed Fraction = 0.0003; 1=17 A

Constrictor Radius=1.4 mm; Constrictor inlet Mach No.=0.22

The inlet temperature of the gas was assumed to be 400K at the walls, rising to

3500 K at the cathode tip (of radius 0.35 mm) , with an approximate average of 500 K.

After the constrictor, the nozzle was assumed to expand the gas to a Mach number of 5,

with a ratio of specific heats of 1.3.

The nominal case was found to give these results:

rI = 0.369g / s V=595 Volt; Power=10.1 kw

Isp = 835sec; Frozen losses=1%; Constrictor L/D=8.7

Te =6800K (Maximum)

Computations were then made in a parametric fashion, varying only one of the

major parameters at a time (seed fraction, chamber pressure, current and inlet Mach no.),

while keeping all else constant. The results are shown in Figures (1) through (8).

Most of the trends shown by these numerical results can be understood with

reference to a simple model of heat addition to a gas in a constant area duct. The

conservation equations for this situation, written between the duct inlet and its choked
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exit, are (1

p. = pouo = [ " PtoMO (16)
RgTto

P* + p*u*2 = Po + po0 2 - Pto (17)

cpT + *2 =Cp(To + ) (18)
22

In addition we must have u*2 = RgT* and P* /I p = RgT*. The approximations

in the right side of Eqs. (16) to (18) are valid for small Mo. Solving the above system for

AT t , ,we find

AT -1 (19)
Tto 2(y+1)Mo2

which shows that the exit total temperature is proportional to the inlet temperature,

divided by the square of the inlet Mach number . Since the thruster specific impulse
scales as the square root of T,*, we find that Isp should vary as 1/ MO, and be

independent of the other parameters. This is confirmed by the results in Figs. ( 1 ) to ( 8 ).
The overall power balance for the heated flow is VI = rhAh , which can be

rewritten as

V= puAh (20)
I/ A

With reference to Eq (19 ), we see that the voltage must scale as the quantity
Pro 1 -M) (21)
I/ A 2(y+ 1)M 0

which is also confirmed by the numerical results. In particular, as Fig (2) illustrates, V is

independent of seed fraction.

We now note that the voltage equals the mean axial field, times the constrictor

length L, and, using Ohm's law, V =- L. Since the conductivity is proportional to

seed fraction and independent of pressure, we conclude that the constrictor length must

scale as the quantity

PtO--- 2 1 -MO) (22)
(I / A) 2(y+1)M

where s is the seed fraction. There is also some dependence of a on the electron

temperature, which complicates things somewhat, but this scaling is approximately

validated by the figures as well.

Finally, it can be verified that the middle term in the quadratic Eq( 3 ) for the

electron temperature is relatively small, showing that, to a first approximation, Te is

simply proportional to the ratio E/P of field to pressure. Noting that E is (I / A) / a

,we find an approximate scaling of the electron temperature with
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I
U (I/A)TtO /(sPtoM 2O). The dependencies on current and pressure are verified by Figs

(4) and (5). Those on seed fraction and inlet Mach number are present in the results, but,

due to the approximations made in this discussion, are weaker than found here.

An important observation to be made is that, since the exit gas temperature

depends only on MO , and the frozen losses are found to correspond mostly to

dissociation (which is governed by this temperature), these losses will become large

below some critical value of the inlet Mach number. Fig. (8) shows that this happens
Sbelow MO =0.21 for our conditions. It is to be noted also that, simultaneously, the

channel length is becoming excessive (L/D>10, probably leading to excessive viscous
losses) as M0 is reduced, and so is the electron temperature ( Te 2 7000K , probably

initiating ionization of the molecular hydrogen). Increasing pressure can alleviate the

electron temperature rise (Fig (4)), but it also aggravates the L/D problem. On the other

hand, reducing seeed fraction (Figs (1) and (2)) has the opposite effects of alleviating

the L/D problem while elevating the electron temperature further. This combination of

I effects limits the specific impulse (Fig (8)) to values not much higher than that for the

baseline case.3 Some sense of the two-dimensional degree of nonuniformity of the gas in the
constrictor can be obtained from Figs. (9) and (10), which show contours of Te and

Tg for the nominal case. As noted in the Introduction, there is much less arc constriction

than in a conventional arcjet. Absent from the calculation are the wall boundary layers

which would in actuality provide a thin transition to the wall temperature.

Summary and ConclusionsI The results of the simplified model presented here suggest that cesium seeding of

a hydrogen arcjet is a feasible approach towards minimizing frozen losses and increasing

the efficiency, while maintaining an attractive specific impulse. At the same time, the

generally reduced temperature levels should lead to fewer lifetime problems, and the

presence of the easily ionizable alkali should also reduce near-electrode losses (although

these aspects have not been analyzed).

These beneficial features are to be traded off against the added operational

complexities brought about by the presence of the cesium. These include the cesium

dispensing system, for which precedents , including flight proven designs, already exist,

and plume contamination concerns. The latter may be important in some applications,

although it is to be noted that a mole fraction of 3 x 10 in hydrogen is equivalent to a3 2% cesium mass fraction only, which may begin to approach the contamination levels

due to electrode erosion in other types of thrusters.
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In view of these results, it is recommended that more detailed theoretical design

studies be pursued, and that plans be made for experimental work in this area.
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